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Model Number: 29052

JE ADAMS 29051 Turbo Towel & Ultra Series Vac with Carpet Shampoo & Spot Remover & Bill

Acceptor

Manufacturer: J.E. Adams

Turbo Towel Hot Air Dryer &amp; Ultra Series Vacuums
   
Car Wash &amp; Auto Detailing

Features:

This unit comes standard with the following features (unless noted) and identifies
replacement products:

    (3) 120 volt motors (Replacement Item #8055EM)
    
        Requires 30 AMP service
    
    
    2 Motors = 163.5 CFM Max / 532 Peak Air Watts                           
    3 lighted push buttons for the following functions: 2 motor vacuum, 3 motor turbo
vacuum, and Turbo Towel
    Ability to charge different price for each function
    Turbo Towel is the first and only blower on the market with heated air
    Turbo Towel uses (1) 120 Volt high-performance blower motor
    Use Turbo Towel to quickly dry off the exterior of your car
    Blast water out of cracks and crevices
    Dry floor mats and carpets in a matter of minutes
    Great for drying motorcycles, chrome wheels, mirrors, and engine compartments
    Heating element will engage when ambient temperature is below 79 degrees to
provide a streak and spot free finish 
    Thermostatically controlled heating element
    Nozzle velocity exceeds 200+ miles per hour
    Prevent scratches and marks caused by standard hand towel and chamois drying
    Eliminates storage and transportation of wet towels
    Turbo Towel is Eco-Friendly!! Minimize landfill waste from purchased and
non-recyclable products!
    Includes a 2" x 30' high temperature hose for Turbo Towel (Replacement Item
#2036-2)
    Includes a 2&rdquo; x 15&rsquo; vacuum hose, swivel cuff and nozzle (15',
25&rsquo; and 50&rsquo; also available in 1 1/2&rdquo; or 2&rdquo;)

    Hose available in red, blue, yellow, and green at no additional charge
    Comes with 1 gallon each of J.E. Adams&rsquo; premixed formulas: shampoo and
spot remover. JE Adams uses an alcohol based product and only warranties items
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purchased as such. Oil based products are not to be used in machine as they may
potentially damage delivery system.
    Shampoo &amp; Spot Remover dispenses 2.5 gallons of foam per minute, which is
equal to 1 oz of liquid formula. 1 gallon of liquid formula = 128 oz and the dispensing
rate is 1 oz per minute. One gallon of liquid formula yields 128 minutes of vend time.
    Large dixmor digital display timer &ndash; scrolls messages, counts down time,
scrolls price of services (Replacement Item #8000-15)
    Digital display can be easily programmed with optional remote control (Item
#8000-30)
    Coin box holds 650 quarters or $165.00 (Replacement Item #29000-52W-2 for unit
with Plug Locks or Replacement Item #29000-52W for unit with Screw Locks)
    Imonex electronic coin acceptor takes U.S. $1.00 coins, U.S. quarters, 1.073 and
0.984 tokens (Replacement Item #8149-92)

    
        This coin mech accepts tokens as an equal value to its like coin only (quarter =
0.984 token &amp; dollar coin = 1.073 token) and is NOT programmable. For
example, if you set the unit to vend for $1.00, with this coin mech, that would require
(4) quarters or (4) 0.984 tokens to start. If you want 1 token to equal multiple quarters
you need to upgrade to a programmable coin mech. See Item # 8131-11.  
    
    Mars bill acceptor takes $1.00 and $5.00 bills (Replacement Item #8130-6)
    Comes with 7 Medeco locks (3 for the control door, 1 for an internal bill acceptor
locking box, 1 for an internal coin acceptor locking box, and 2 for the Turbo Towel
compartment)  (Replacement Item #8958-2 for external locks &amp; Item # 8958-1 for
internal locks)  Includes a 3/8 Allen Wrench for unlocking doors. Item #29000-ALLEN

Print Manual                                                             Print Brochure

    
        
            Category:
            Car Wash
        
        
            Line:
            Turbo Towel - Hot Air Dryer
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            Model #:
            29052
        
        
            Shipping Weight:
            278.00 lb. 
        
        
            Description:
             
        
    

 

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Thursday 16 July, 2020
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